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*Podcasting Resources*

[Resources are available on the next page.]
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Tools for Podcasting by Jim Olmstead
http://toolsforpodcasting.openbooks.wpengine.com/
Think of this as our podcasting textbook. This resource covers tons of ground on all things podcasting--from interviewing to sound editing to production. Use the table of contents to find the topics you are looking for.

DIY: How to Make a Podcast
https://yr.media/diy/diy-toolkit-how-to-make-a-podcast/
This toolkit covers some of the essential lessons you’ll need to know in order to create a podcast.

A Guide for Centering Marginalized Voices in Your Podcast
This resource describes amplifying the voices of marginalized populations through your podcast interviews.

Fundamentals of Field Recording:
https://yr.media/diy/diy-toolkit-fundamentals-of-field-recording/
Also from YR Media, this resource provides helpful tips and tools when recording outside of a studio.

DIY: How to Record High-Quality Sound with Your Phone
https://yr.media/diy/diy-resource-how-to-record-high-quality-sound-with-your-phone/
Remember, the Media Center lends microphones to students; but if you get desperate, your phone is a suitable (though not preferable) alternative.

San Diego State Digital Humanities Center (SDS DHC)
https://library.sdsu.edu/digital-humanities-center
The San Diego State Digital Humanities Center is a well of resources, especially about podcasting.